
Have been looking for ways to start a blog in Nigeria? And methods of how to start a 

Blog and make money in Nigeria. Finally here's our detailed free professional in-depth 

guide on how to start Blogging and make money in Nigeria.  

You will learn everything there's to know about making a personal blog and professional 

business blog or website from scratch and different ways you can make your own passive 

money online in Nigeria from a blog. Most Blogging is one of the most profitable ways of 

earning money from home. Therefore, even Nigerian Students are making money online 

through blogging and other online jobs. PayPal has made it easy for receiving money earned 

from a blog.  

So you have heard of people that make money online in Africa and they tell you it’s through 

a blog? And now, here you are wondering How to Start a Blog in Nigeria Africa? Well 

don't worry after this guide on web development you will have your first website running in 5 

minutes.  

Web designing is a very popular topic, been one of the most commonly used methods people 

use to make money. In other countries bloggers make much money just through websites. 

Even as a Nigerian, you can earn money from home, but only after learning how you can 

create a blog in Nigeria. 

Blogging is considered a hobby but for many people this is now a professional. Most people 

now make money through blogging even in Zambia and South Africa. In this guide you will 

learn easy ways to make a website using content management system called Word Press, the 

same method can be used on Joomla and Drupal to start a blog in Nigeria.  

How to Start a Blog in Nigeria Beginners Guide 

If you're thinking how to start Blogging and make money in Nigeria, note there three ways 

you can make your first website. This includes using templates, blogging platforms and 

coding the website on your own through mark-up languages HTML, CSS and server side 

language PHP or Python. The third method requires basic coding knowledge and skills.  

We Recommend:  

 How to Find a Good Web Developer 

 How to make money with a website in South Africa 

 Highest paid jobs in South Africa 

 Starting a Blog in Zambia 

But most people opt for the first and second options which involves using a blogging 

platform Word Press, Joomla or Drupal. Just like others, you can use Wix.com or 

Blogger.com. I remember my first website back in 2017 was hosted with Wix until I decided 

to go with Word press.  

Don't be misled on which blogging platform you must go for to start a blog in Nigeria. 

Choosing a blogging platform and content management system depends on the requirements 

of your website. Remember blogging requires patience, working hard and creativity.  
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Don't beat your head up after a few weeks and you notice the website is not getting visitors. 

After the ten simple tips to make your first blog, I guarantee you will not have any problem in 

future with making your website. Here are 10 Ways on how to start Blogging and make 

money in Nigeria: 

1. Choose a Blogging Platform 

This is the the first step on how to start Blogging and make money in Nigeria. Starting your 

own blog means choosing a blogging platform for hosting your content. A blogging platform 

is a developed software that manages your content, helps you integrate plugins even 

publishing of content.  

We've analysed the popularity of the seven most commonly used platforms in the world. 

From the list below you can choose which one suits your needs. Word[press is the world’s 

mostly used platform and content management system having over 70% of websites on the 

web using Word Press, because it’s easy learning how to start Blogging and make money in 

Nigeria on Word Press. 

Description 
Blogging 

Platform 
SEO 

Search 

Engine 

Ranking 

Learning 

Curve 
Security Plugins 

1 WordPress.org 

Excellent with 

SEO 
Excellent 

Very Easy 

to learn 

Very 

Good 

security 

More 

Plugins 

2 Drupal Poor with SEO Poor 
Difficult to 

learn 

Very 

Good 

security 

Few 

Plugins 

3 Joomla  Good with SEO Good 
Easy to 

learn 

Good 

security 

Very few 

Plugins 

4 Wix  Poor with SEO Poor 

Slightly 

Easy to 

learn 

Very 

Good 

security 

Very few 

Plugins 

5 WordPress.com Good with SEO Very Good 
Very Easy 

to learn 

Very 

Good 

security 

More 

Plugins 

available 

6 Blogger  

Good with SEO 

and 

Optimization 

Good 
Easy to 

learn 

Very 

Good 

security 

No 

Plugins 

available 

7 Tumblr  

Good with SEO 

and 

Optimization 

Poor 
Easy to 

learn 

Very 

Good 

security 

No 

Plugins 

available 

Joomla together with Drupal have a same ranking in-terms of users that are using it for 

blogging on their websites. Drupal's learning curve is slightly difficult compared to Joomla or 

Word Press. With Drupal you need to understand modules customization, calling of 

functionalities and changing of templates is more difficult than Word Press.  

2. Find a Niche 
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A niche is a main category of what your website content is about. It represents the voice of 

your website content, if your interest is technology, then start a blog with technology related 

topics.  

There so many many categories for blogging to choose form, music, blogging, movies, news 

and politics, tech, SEO, finance, education etc. Depending on your hobby, find a blog that 

represents who you're. Most bloggers fail in the world because they neglect the first rule to 

blogging, follow your passion when starting your first blog.  

How to Start a Blog in South Africa  

How to Choose a Blog Niche? 

Before you start a blog in Nigeria, Find something not very much populated. Because trust 

me on this one, you don't want your website not getting visitors. Set your goals straight, plan 

how many visitors you intend to achieve coming to your website per month.  

In this example, let’s get a blog niche "Music". In music there's a lot of sub category you can 

blog about. You can make a website about selling instrumental beats, music reviews, gossip 

celebrity news, music downloading etc... 

Which blog Niche is good in Nigeria? 

In Africa the most commonly visited websites online include, 'education websites', 

'technology', 'job portal websites', 'music blogs', 'news and politics', and 'software download'. 

Choose a blog niche from the above you think is okay with you to a Start a blog in Nigeria. 

Which blog Niche is good outside Africa? 

In the American blogging business the most commonly utilized category for bloggers is 

currents affairs, politics, news, technology, search engine optimization and blogging. In 2020 
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the most searched websites with popularity in America includes, 'loss weight', 'making 

money', 'online marketing', 'and blogs about pets ‘and’ how to get rich websites'.  

3. Find a Domain Name 

A Domain name is a website URL of any blog or website; example 

"www.themillionair.com". Any domain consists of a domain "description", mostly words 

representing a niche and an extension at the end of the web address. Four commonly used 

extensions in the world include; .COM, .NET, .CO, .ORG, and .CO.ZA for Nigerian 

websites and.Ng for Nigeria. Don't use a Nigeria domain extension if your website targets 

international audience.  

Domain Name Extension  

Only use an .Ng domain extension if you want to rank your content locally on search engine. 

This is because .Ng is a localized domain extension, therefore search engines will only rank 

your blog witching Africa, including other neighbouring countries Zambia, Botswana, etc.  

If you intend learning how to start Blogging and make money, I suggest you choose a .COM 

domain extension for commercial even when you're targeting the local audience. Using a 

.COM extension will give your content an advantage to rank even in other countries, due to 

the fact it’s a commercial URL extension. 

Where Can I Buy a Domain Name In Nigeria? 

Before you think of how to start Blogging and make money in Nigeria. Begin with buying a 

domain name, ensure to choose a good trusted domain selling company. Remember, a 

domain represents your brand. Don't just pick any cheap domain selling company without 

doing a proper prior domain company review.  

Important Tips Before you buy your Domain! 
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Check for customer feedback's, star ratings on the website, most importantly if they provide 

24/7 domain customer support. You can buy a domain for your first blog on 

Nacmecheap.com and Godaddy.com. Through our affiliate links you can get a premium 

65% discount on your first domain name purchase.  

These are the best domain companies I have used in years without having to experience any 

problems. If you wish to sale your domain in future, you can easily do this using the domain 

selling market place. When you choose Namecheap.com for your domain purchase, they 

offer a free WhoisGuard privacy to keep your registration records private. So you don't need 

to worry about domain theft because your domain 100% safe.  

This feature is good for those starting a blog in Nigeria, preventing people knowing who the 

owner of a domain is. It hides your bank records, address, names and your location which 

might be a vulnerability for hackers to steal your identity. 

4. Choose Web Hosting For Your Blog 

Choose a hosting plan that meets your purpose, this ensures your blogging journey becomes 

successful. It’s not easy to find best cheap hosting company in Nigeria with desired plans. 

But Dream host is here to give you a push on your journey. Dream Host is based in Los 

Angeles, a hosting company and domain name registrar actively operational since 1996.  

I have worked with them for over 6 years now, and I must say it’s an amazing hosting 

company. We tried local plans but noticed a lot of security risks, and the last thing you need 

is your website getting hacked.  

A slow website is not good again because visitors will not be staying due to page speed. I 

choose Dream Host because it offers unlimited bandwidth, great speed and more disk space 

so you don't need to worry about memory space.  

 

The company offers great customer support, through live chat support and tickets. You will 

be helped through every step to have your blog live on the web. Shared Hosting plan is good 

if you have just began your blog in Nigeria. Shared Hosting with Dream Host you get a fast 

server and unique IP address. You can have unlimited websites on your account, there is no 

limitation to a number of websites. Dream Host offers unlimited features and products for 

you to choose from. Finally you get 50% discount on Shared Hosting to give you a boost.  

Payments  
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Payments can be made through debit card and PayPal starting at only $2/month. It’s the only 

Hosting company that allows your balance on the account accumulating to $30.00 before they 

suspend your account. Meaning you only pay once every 3 months and your account remains 

active. It’s an important aspect on how to start Blogging and make money in Nigeria. 

The maximum credit balance on your account is $30 dollars. You just have to maintain a 

pending balance of less than $28 and your account will never be suspended. Dream host 

offers a 97 day money back guarantee if you don't enjoy the service.  

 

It’s a company that provides you with a server to host your web files and not getting worried 

over account suspension. Alternatively u can choose to find a free web hosting server. But its 

better you pay for a server because chap is expensive. Dedicated Servers come with 

extended support and speed. Dream host offers the best hosting packages to choose from for 

your website. Shared hosting, Dream press which is a tailored designed for your Word Press 

blog. If your website grows in the amount of visitors you should upgrade to a trusted Virtual 

Private Server. 

Install Content Management System (CMS)  

On your web hosting dashboard choose the best Content Management System (CMS) you 

want to be using. We've already covered the popular CMS systems above to choose from. 

You can install Word Press, Joomla or Drupal using the one-click install button in your 

dashboard.  

If you have chosen Dream-host this is very easy to manage your installed Apps. On the home 

dash just locate the Word Press dashboard, choose the content management system you want 

and click install. After the installation complete, an email is sent with a confirmation link and 

login details to the website.  
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5. Choose a Template (Word Press Theme) 

After the installation in your Word Press dashboard you should see preinstalled free themes. 

Word Press has over a million free themes available which you can download online for free. 

Word Press is the world’s leading content management system on the web. You can buy 

premium themes at an affordable cost from Themeforest.com with auto-updated features. You 

need a mobile friendly Word Press theme because over 80% of people access the web 

through mobile devices.  

Find a template that meets your requirements for a niche you have chosen. Go for a magazine 

template is you intend to run a niche blog on news and current affairs.  

Theme forest provides the world’s most selling blog themes starting from $20 dollars for a 

personal license. Customer support is included and a theme documentation to get you started. 

How to Create a Website    
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6. Upload Your Theme 

After purchasing or downloading a theme to start a blogging in Nigeria. The next step is 

ensuring a template for your blog is activated. Before activating your template, perform a 

theme installation. In your Word Press dashboard -> go to Appearance -> Themes-> Install 

theme to install your Word Press theme.  

If it’s a premium theme, you have to contact your theme seller and ask for an activation 

license key. A theme activation key is mostly sent via email from the seller, depending on the 

license key of the theme, it can be reused sometimes on more than one theme. 

Install Theme  

7. Install Plugins 

Plugins are a piece of software that is coded to enhance the built in features of a theme and 

blog. Common plugins are written in PHP, Java, JavaScript, and C++ and C #. Without 

plugins any website is limited to the functionalities it can perform, so when you start a 

website in Nigeria. Don't for get to install the most important plugins on your blog. 



Plugins offer extended look for your blog, security features, socialization, API functionalities, 

compressing images to increase your blog load speed, etc. Other uses of a plugin is (SEO) 

search engine optimization so your website can be found on Google and other search engines. 

8. Do Search Engine Optimization SEO 

Another important aspect of making your blog is SEO. This is a process of optimizing your 

website and content for it to rank and be found on Google so visitors can come to your 

website. Lean (SEO) search engine optimization in our previous beginner’s article to begin 

optimization of content on your blog.  

SEO determines how well your content performs, don't forget performing inbound and 

outbound links witching content. Remember reaching out to other bloggers, its part of a good 

SEO strategy that helps blogs get back links which are very significant for ranking. 

9. Create a Social Media Presence 

Social signals are very important for your blog to build up some authority. Google ranks 

websites based on the domain authority (DA) and page authority of the website (PA).  

Have a YouTube account connected to your blog, create a Facebook account or page, ensure 

to use Interest for images and Twitter. The more people share your blog posts, the more 

Google finds content relevant and ranks it high on search results. 

10. Promote Your Content 

Finally to Start a Blog, don't be shy. Make sure your content published gets to the public. If 

posts are interesting and topics then people will share and like your blog posts.  

Use Facebook to boost posts for more user engagements and getting visitors to your blog. 

That's it congratulations your website is done, you have just learnt how to Start a Blog in 

Nigeria. Get stated with how to start Blogging and make money in Nigeria and have your 

professional blog running! 

Here's 12 Easy Ways to Start a Blog in Nigeria  

1. Choose a Blogging Platform 

2. Find a Niche 

3. How to Choose a Blog Niche? 

4. Find A Domain Name 

5. Choose Web Hosting For Your Blog 

6. Install Content Management System (Word Press) 

7. Choose Your Template (Word Press Theme) 

8. Upload Your Theme 

9. Install Your Plugins 

10. Do Search Engine Optimization SEO 

11. Create A Social Media Presence 

12. Promote Your Content 
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How do Bloggers Make Money in Nigeria? 

Someone one asked how do bloggers make money in Nigerian? To answer this, we have 

decided to unveil different ways on how to make Money Blogging in Nigeria. 

How to Start a Blog 

Read: How to Make Make Money Online in Nigeria  

Before exploring ways of making money through blogging, let’s first deal with this 

commonly asked question below! 

Starting your own professional blog in Nigeria, has never been hard. It’s actually one of the 

simplest things to archive at any given time. There's really no major challenges to expect if 

everything is done right. After this you will learn how to make money with a website in 

Nigeria.  

How much does it cost to start a blog in Nigeria? 

First method of making a blog in Nigeria, involves paying money for web hosting, domain 

name purchase and templates. For custom template design, cost mostly depends on the 

specification you need for your blog.  

Web development and cost to start a blog in Nigeria for the year 2021 is $80.00 (N30, 000), 

you should be able to set up your blog on Word Press and get Dream host web hosting 

services for as low as $8.00 per month. 

But if you have no prior web development knowledge, then definitely a web developer and 

designer will be needed.  
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Find any good digital media agency, or web development company and let them know the 

kind of website you need. Make your website first, before you actually learn how to make 

money with a website in Nigeria. 

But if you don't want to get your hands dirty, do some Google search for, "best web designer 

Nigeria", or "web developers in Nigeria". Thousands of search queries will pop up, check the 

reviews and hire professionals to have that blog created for you. 

How can I create a free blog in Nigeria? 

This second method if you want to make a blog in Nigeria for free. First step starts with 

finding a free blogging platform. This can be done through any major free blogging platform, 

such as Blogger.com and Tumblr.com. Then create your blog, create a blog domain URL... 

Currently, these platforms are simple ways, we recommend to start a blog in Nigeria for free. 

Both platforms are good, when it comes to creating websites, can look professional, secured 

and can be very easy to maintain free websites. 

10 Easy Ways to make Money with a Blog in Nigeria 

Having learnt ways to make your blog, finding great web developers and how you can 

actually do it yourself. This brings us to the bigger questions and reason why you are reading 

this article. Best ways on how to make money with a website in Nigeria and earn money 

online from home.  

Methods of earning money from your Nigerian blog. Teaching you simplest ways on 

how to make money with a blog below! 

1. Join Affiliate Programs 

The most effective method to make money blogging, involves joining and affiliate program. 

Most companies have affiliate programs, from web hosting to big digital agencies and 

ecommerce websites. Find one that suits your needs, sign up and star to make money from 

your blog. 

How do Affiliate programs work? 

These are programs which compensate you for helping to drive sales to product or service. 

We've said it number of times, "website traffic is once". This can be of high value if you 

know exactly how to convert those thousands and millions of visitors to purchase that product 

been sold.  

Affiliate shares defer, depending on the type of product and company advertising. Popular 

affiliate programs you can join to make money from your website, include Dream Host 

Affiliate Program, eBay Partner Network, Ali Express Affiliate Program, and Amazon 

Associates. 

2. Ad Networks 
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Make money from your blog by showing Ads. I'm sure you have come across advertisements 

while you surfed the internet, especially of blogs and websites? Well these website owners 

get paid from Ad network companies to show Ads on websites. For each visitor who visits or 

clicks and views the advert online. Money is paid in quarters to the webmaster, depending on 

the Ad network. 

Which Ad network must you choose?  

Here's a list of amazing Ad networks you must choose from: Google AdSense, Adpushup, 

Magid, Taboola, and Propeller Ads. There's a lot of Ad networks today but we have select 

few networks with good conditions to make sensible money.  

With good traffic and content you can make money from your blog on line in Nigeria, as 

much as R100.00 per day. That's possible, people have been making it, getting money to 

become full time bloggers and quit day jobs.  

How much you make from Ads depends on number of visitors, CPC, CPM and location of 

your website, as well as conversation rate. Read on how to get started with Google Ad-sense, 

and ways you can make money. In Nigeria, Google Ad sense remains among the best well-

paying Ad networks. I'm sure just from the name you might have noticed Google owns this 

revenue program, to help content creators and bloggers earn more through monetization. 

Mgid Ads most good, no content requirement and easy to join. You just need descent amount 

of traffic to begin with monetization. With Mgid you can monetize any type of content, 

which includes pirated software and music, but not with Google Ad-sense.  

If you intend to use Ad sense eon your website make sure your website is content original 

based and copyright free. Else you will not get approved.  

Despite Mgid been easy to join, I feel it’s one of the low paying Ad network, especially for 

developing countries. Therefore to make money from a website in Nigeria using a website, 

you need some good amount of traffic from UK and the United States of America USA. 

Taboola Ads is one of the high paying Ad networks, great for websites with more monthly 

visitors. Entry requirement include at least not less than 300,000 monthly page views. You 

must be eligible for Ad sense to join Taboola, meaning your website must be 100% policy 

compliant.  

Taboola pays on net 30 day policy, after reaching the threshold. You must wait for at least 30 

days before payments can be processed. 

3. Guest Posts 

Guest posting has been one of the quickest and ever green methods of making money from 

any website. Even through this method, actually takes time. It can be the most profitable 

because people are always looking for websites to post articles. Aside from posting if you're a 

great writer, you can make some cash form writing for people. 
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From article writing and guest posting you can make as much as R100.00 per article. Secrete 

is just investing on your website or blog. Ensure it has authority and great quality content that 

people would want to have a live guest post. 

4. Sell Digital Products 

Method number 4 of making money from a blog in Nigeria, involves making of digital 

products. Create an online course, a weight loss program and sell on Clickbank.com. There so 

many website that allow for selling of online products to thousands, if not millions of 

customers. 

Just find what’s on demand, my first digital product sold was an online course educating 

people how to start a blog. Generated over 1,000 dollars from the E book. It really pays off 

especially if you have mastered the tactics of transitioning web visitors to customers that 

click on the link to buy products. 

5. Create a Membership Blog 

This method of making money from your blog, involves creating a membership website. It 

can be a dating website, Job and anything that allows people to become subscribers and pay 

in order to access the full services. These are the most paying method of making some 

passive income.  

We've already shared with you some of the most visited blogs you can create. Just find what 

people need, do SEO to rank on Google, and get on it to make your membership website. 

People want to learn about finding best women, relationship advice, health, etc.  

6. Sell Your Services 

Sixth way of making money from your website includes selling your services. If you have 

any special skill sets, which includes web designing, graphic designing and even blogging. 

You can create a platform that helps to sell your portfolio and convert web visitors to 

customers. 

Remember, every time people want a graphic designer. They make an online search and 

expecting search results to pop up with someone from nearby. Hence if your website ranks 

well, you can be getting thousands of visitors per month and making them to hire you fir the 

services offered.  

7. Build an ecommerce Website 

E commerce websites have been the hottest trending topic and platforms in Nigeria, Zambian 

and the USA. It can be easily converted to a drops shipping business. We've covered more on 

ways of making money online, see our previous articles and find more detail about these 

profitable online businesses. Drop shipping is a type of business ran online, where the seller 

sales products and merchandise on behalf of the store or producer.  

Collects payments with commission and asks producer to ship the merchandise to the buyer’s 

address, without having to touch the product or meet with the buyer. People dealing in drop 
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shipping business, essentially just act as middle men and woman selling products on behalf of 

companies and business. 

8. Use a Blog to Resale Web Hosting  

Web hosting reseller hosting is the top trending business idea. It’s no surprise people have 

been making thousands of dollars from this business. Web hosting business will help generate 

some money for your website, because you can refer people as well and earn from affiliate 

commissions. 

Web hosting involves having to pay for the saver, rent it out to your customers and avoid cost 

of installing, maintain and running your own server. Profit generated from this type of 

business is the difference between what your customers pay and what you pay to rent the web 

servers.  

9. Make a Subscription Job Board 

Having a job his part of every human social, basic and constitutional needs. Jobs have been 

linked with technology, hence saw the increase in online job portals. People have phased out 

the experience of having to take applications in person, therefore online job websites have 

given opportunities for people to find jobs on demand with good salaries. You can restrict 

high paying jobs to only premium subscribers. People will pay a certain fee from R2.00 for 

example to get exclusive access. If you're from any part of Africa, you will agree.  

The most visited websites today, includes those offering a service, entertainment and 

providing solution to money, health and banking. How to start Blogging and make money in 

Nigeria, through Job portal website is easy and will generate more income from online 

advertisement, banner Ad placement and guest posting. Companies like to endorse 

employment websites with more visitors.  

You can become a recruitment agency for a certain business by referring job applicants to 

selected open vacancies. You can earn as much as 500 from just an online endorsement from 

Nigerian companies. 

10. Selling Your Blog  

Did you know you can actually make money from your website? And this has been done for 

year just by selling it to the highest bidder? Aah right I also once sold my website on 

Flippa.com for over $1,960 dollars, this website only had 1,000 daily visitors and was 

generating around $20.10 per month. Then my next website, one year later I created in the 

blogging and lifestyle niche was sold for $15,340. It  

If I did it, you can also succeed. Just make a website with good standing, amazing content 

profitable, and at least making a few dollars. Empire Flippers is another great business 

selling platform, for online start-ups and established websites you can sale your business and 

earn good money. Go and check out these platforms, you will be surprised some websites 

cost as much as $100,000 dollars. 

Hopefully you have found this article on ways to start a blog and earn money in Nigeria is 

helpful. Don't forget to check ways you can make a blog. It’s going to be very helpful, 
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especially if you're based in Zambia. But if you have further questions, drop your comment 

below, on making money online, or sub related topics and I will be glad to help you out, with 

solutions on how to start Blogging and make money in Nigeria and ways to grow your online 

business.  

Find important articles now that you’re good to go and have learnt ways on how to start 

Blogging and make money in Nigeria. In case you have questions, contact us through our 

website specifically with regards on how to start Blogging and make money in Nigeria. Drop 

us a comment! 
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